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Applied Knowledge Retention – Are Active Learning Tools  

the Solution? 
 

Abstract 
Knowledge retention is a human issue requiring efficient effective teaching strategies to 
overcome. In today’s deliverable driven economy members of the software development 
workforce are expected to bring in applied knowledge that allows them to perform at high levels 
from their first day on the job. Software Engineering students often do not have enough hands-
on experiences to help them retain knowledge on the key software concepts that will allow them 
to make timely impact on their first job. Many engineering educators regard experiential learning 
as the best way to train the next generation of software engineers. 
 
In this paper the authors discuss the effectiveness of Active Learning and describe Active 
Learning Tools developed to teach Software Engineering content in their Universities. The team 
created a mix of case studies, role play, trigger videos, prototype creation, and hands on work 
with software engineering tools and techniques. The investigators conducted several 
assessments of student learning during the course delivery, surveyed student reactions to the 
active learning tools, and collected student testimonials. Based on these assessments active 
learning students seem to improve their problem solving, communication, and team decision 
making skills during the semester. The authors note that active learning can be achieved by 
supplementing lecture material with case study discussions, in class exercises, and the use of 
video case studies.  
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1. Introduction 
In today’s competitive job market college graduates need to demonstrate they have the skills to 
perform from day one to land their first job. While the general belief is that new hires are trained 
on the job before requiring to perform, employers feel such training will require both time and 
resources and lean towards hiring experienced professionals to reduce both cost and time. In a 
report from Training magazine report in 2007, training turns out to be one of the costliest 
investments a company can make as companies spent an average of over $1,200 annually per 
employee for 32 hours of training per year (in 2005) [1]. For some companies, especially those 
noted for their high turnover clearly training cannot be justified as training an employee at 
$1,500 per year of training can be a major expense if the company’s profit per employee is less 
than $1,500 [2]. To reduce costs Spark, (2018) suggests recruiting only the most skilled 
employees, retaining them for as long as possible and using performance reviews to identify 
training needs early on as some of the best methods to control the cost of new hires [3]. Some 
employers believe it is the worker's responsibility to acquire the skills necessary to do a job 
before getting hired [2].  
 
In the manufacturing sector it is imperative that the industry work hand-in-hand with academia to 
properly train and educate both our current and future workforce. In addition to the traditional 
science-based theory courses in most academic programs, practice-oriented experiences which 
can and should be included more with the current curriculum [4]. According to CompTIA with 
employer demand for tech talent routinely outstripping supply, 2018 will force more 
organizations to rethink their approaches to recruiting, training, and talent management. 
Additionally, questions surrounding skills gaps (particularly soft skills and team problem solving), 
diversity, alternative education/career paths, and the future of work will demand more 
meaningful attention and resources [5].  
 
The understanding in the industry, including software industry, is that new hires need to come 
with the skills that industry needs as training them is expensive and cannot be justified. To 
ensure our graduates are competitive in the job market the academia needs to step up and 
provide them the skills they need in addition to the degree they are awarded. Not doing so can 
hurt university reputation and affect incoming student pipeline. Such skills should provide real 
life industry examples, and students should be able to retain them so that they can speak 
confidently about them and demonstrate them to perform the job they will be hired to do. 
Knowledge retention is a human issue requiring efficient effective teaching strategies to 
overcome. In today’s deliverable driven economy members of the software development 
workforce are expected to bring in applied knowledge that allows them to perform at high levels 
almost immediately. Software Engineering students often do not have enough hands-on 
experiences to help them retain knowledge on key software concepts to allow them to add value 
and make timely impact on their first job. Software Engineering programs need to go beyond 
simply offering industry-based capstone courses and internships. 
 
Engineering educators regard experiential learning as the best way to train the next generation 
of software engineers [6]. It is the authors’ belief that introducing active learning opportunities in 
Software Engineering courses can help students, bridge the experience gap between study and 
practice. Active learning is “embodied in a learning environment where the teachers and 
students are actively engaged with the content through discussions, problem-solving, critical 
thinking, debate, or a host of other activities that promote interaction among learners, instructors 
and the material” [7]. Prince [8] defines active learning as a classroom activity that requires 
students to do something other than listen and take notes. Active learning assists in knowledge 
retention by immersing students in hands-on activities whose purpose is to reveal the mapping 
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between theory and practice. Active learning is achievable by complementing lecture materials 
in the classroom by appropriate active learning tools (ALT). 
 
The knowledge areas listed in the IEEE/ACM (2014) Software Engineering Curriculum 
Guidelines [9] encompass both theoretical and practical aspects pertinent to Software 
Engineering. These knowledge areas are essential for undergraduate education and a 
subsequent professional career in software engineering. Through a project supported by an 
NSF grant (#1245036) and a University mini grant the authors have developed delivered and 
disseminated a suite of ALTs in Software Engineering knowledge areas. These ALTs are in the 
form of case studies, class exercises, and case study videos. 
 
Is section 2 of this paper the authors discuss active learning and its importance in imparting 
retainable knowledge in the academia. In section 3 the suite of software engineering active 
learning tools (ALTs) developed in authors’ institutions is described. The authors discuss the 
assessment of ALTs in section 4 and present student testimonials in Section 5. 
 
2. Why Active Learning? 
Active learning helps students develop problem-solving, critical-reasoning, and analytical skills, 
all of which are valuable tools that prepare students to make better decisions, become better 
students and, ultimately, better employees [8].  Raju and Sankar undertook a study to develop 
teaching methodologies that could bring real-world issues into engineering classrooms [10]. The 
results of their research led to recommendations for funding agencies and educators on the 
importance of developing interdisciplinary technical case studies that allow engineering 
innovations to be communicated to students in the classroom. 
 
Engineering education must strike a balance between the knowledge of theoretical concepts 
and the ability to apply the theory to solve real world problems [11]. Effective teaching requires 
effective teaching tools. Active learning tools complement lectures and make class delivery 
more interesting to the learners [12, 13]. Students in courses based on active learning techniques 
show better attendance, a higher sense of competence, and improved commitment to their 
studies [14]. Students taught using active learning gain confidence in their abilities and perform 
better on hands on tasks than students taught using lecture only and this learning is reflected in 
pre-test to post-test performance gains [15]. Active learning can increase student performance in 
science, engineering, and mathematics [16]. Active leaning is critical in developing the cognitive 
problem-solving skills used in synthesizing solutions to engineering problems [17]. Project-based 
learning increases student motivation in upper level courses [18]. 

 
Sousa reports that students experiencing lecture only content delivery retain 5% of the material, 
when discussions are added to lecture presentations students retain 50% of the material 
covered, and when students teach each other the retention rate can be as high as 90% [19]. 
Students in active learning courses self-report that they are better able to retain the material 
covered [14]. Caicedo reports that active learning helps students to understand concepts better 
than lecture-based instruction [20].  
 
Active learning helps students learn due to increased involvement in the process [21]. Active 
learning techniques help students to better understand the topics covered in the curriculum [13, 

17]. Active learning helps students to be more excited about the study of engineering than 
traditional instruction [15]. The group work that often accompanies active learning instruction help 
students develop their soft skills and makes students more willing to meet with instructors 
outside of class [22]. Krause writes that engagement does not guarantee learning is taking place, 
but learning can be enhanced if it provides students with opportunities to reflect on their learning 
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activities [23]. 
 

Several best practices have been identified for making using of active learning. Prince reports 
that students retain knowledge better when lectures are interspersed with brief periods of 
activity [15]. Simply adding the use of clickers during lecture classes is not perceived as active 
learning by students [24]. Butler says that using active learning breaks during lectures can help 
students retain the concepts being studied [25]. Prince [8] also suggests that problem-based 
learning helps students retain information as well as developing critical thinking skills. Meier [22] 
suggests that up to 40% of the lecture material in many classes can be replaced by active 
learning and peer instruction. Active learning is supported by allowing students to schedule and 
report their progress privately [26]. Goof suggests that having students solve loosely structured 
problems leads them to inventing novel solutions [13].  
 
Active learning makes use of applied classroom activities that engage students in the process 
and can be delivered in different formats like using a flipped classroom or peer instruction. 
Instructors in active classrooms make use of a variety of tools case studies, trigger videos, role 
play, prototype creation, and small group exercises. The authors’ have embedded active 
learning in their software engineering courses through the use ALTs. 
 
3. Software Engineering ALTs Developed at RMU and UMD  
This paper focuses on three categories of ALTs namely case studies, class exercises, and 
video case studies that have been used to teach software engineering knowledge areas like 
Requirements Management, Software Reviews, Configuration Management, and Software 
Testing. The ALTs have been developed to teach software engineering students at the authors’ 
institutions, Robert Morris University (RMU) and University of Michigan – Dearborn (UMD). 
Many of the ALTs have also been disseminated to 35 universities/colleges where they may be 
part of their software engineering curriculum. 
 
 Case Studies: Case studies serve as useful tools to teach applications of science and 

engineering principles and can be used effectively to contextualize theoretical concepts [27]. It 
has been shown in many studies that benefits of case studies are derived from their interactive 
learning strategy and the shifting of emphasis from teacher-centered to more student-
centered activities [28, 10, 29]. Case studies can result in different student interpretations of the 
same case. They are similar to open-ended questions. 

 Class Exercises: Good questions raised in class invites student participation.  Class 
exercises are designed to explicitly facilitate that. Woods and Howard [30] effectively used class 
exercises for information technology students to study ethical issues. Day and Foley [31] used 
class time exclusively for exercises, having their students prepare beforehand for class with 
materials provided online. Frydenberg [32] primarily used hands-on exercises to foster student 
understanding in data analytics. Class exercises should result in similar student responses.  

 Case Study Videos: One commonly used technique to enhance the classroom learning 
experience is the use of video. Videos can reinforce reading and lecture material, help to 
develop common knowledge, enhance the quality of discussion and overall student 
comprehension, and accommodate students of different learning styles, increasing student 
motivation and teacher effectiveness [33]. Videos can aid in illustrating highly complex 
concepts and ideas in a short period of time, provoking meaningful discussion and analysis. 
Case study videos are similar to case studies and can result in different student 
interpretations of the video scenario. 
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3.1 ALT Development Methodology 
Figure 1 depict the iterative development 
methodology used to design, develop and review 
ALTs [34]. The methodology ensures the modules 
reflect both academic research and industry best 
practices. The content development started with a 
meeting of the focus groups (comprised of academic 
and industry partners) at the author’s institution. The 
focus groups drafted an ALT list of active learning 
content topics and delivery formats. The ALT list 
was reviewed by the PI and co-PIs and shared with 
the partners for further review. The finalized list was 
then used to guide the ALT development process. In 
this methodology, an industry partner or academic 
partner led the collaborative effort. Once the 
contents were ready for review, they were shared 
with focus group members and subsequently with all 
project partners. The finalized contents were then 
transferred to a shareable media where they 
became available for delivery, further reviews, and 
dissemination.  
 

3.2 Descriptions of Software Engineering ALTs at RMU 
44 contact delivery hours of ALTs developed through an NSF grant was developed at RMU 
through an academia-industry partnership. All of these were delivered in ENGR3400 Software 
Verification and Validation course over a period of 2 years. Currently a subset of these tools is 
the core of the ENGR3400 course. Tables 1, 2, & 3 list tools with description, estimated delivery 
time in minutes, and software engineering knowledge area. At RMU most Software Engineering 
courses (including ENGR3400) having three credits have 4 contact delivery hours. Two 
sessions each 2 hours long per week made it convenient to deliver many of the ALTs in one 
sitting. However, the class size and the length of discussions conducted affected delivery time. 

 
Table 1: Case Studies at RMU 

Case Study 
Modules 

Case Study Description SE 
Knowledge 

Areas 

ALT: 
Understanding 
User 
Requirements 
(50 mins) 

In this case study  
■ The students discuss a set of given user requirements in 

smaller teams (usually of 2 or 3). 
■ The students rewrite ambiguous user requirements. 
■ The class discusses each requirement and students are asked 

to read out the rewritten requirements. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: 
Requirements 
from a 
Customer’s 
Perspective 
(250 mins) 

This case study has 5 parts. 
Part 1  
■ Students are told that a brick and mortar store needs a full-

fledged web presence.  
■ The students create a requirements table for the landing page 

and a transaction page. 
■ Students work in groups of 2 or 3. 
Part 2  
■ Student groups are asked to design the landing page and the 

transaction page strictly following the table they created in Part 
1. Color markers and large post-it sheets are provided and the 

Requirements 
Management 

Focus groups  Decide on Active Learning 

Contents and Formats 

(case study, class exercise, or case study 

video) 

PI & Co-PI refine Contents List

Contents 

List ready for 

production?

Academia & 

Industry Review 

Contents List

Partners create contents in appropriate 

formats

(Case Studies, Class exercises, Case Study 

Videos) 

Contents 

Ready for 

Delivery?

Academia & 

Industry Review

PI moves developed contents to 

shareable media for dissemination

 

Figure 1: ALT Development 
Methodology 
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designs are posted around the classroom walls.  
Part 3  
■ The requirements tables created in Part 1 are given to student 

groups other than the owners. The groups are asked to design 
the landing page and the transaction page strictly following the 
requirements written on the table. They are asked not to 
assume missed or ambiguous requirements.  

Part 4 
■ Owners of the requirements tables are now asked to check if 

the new designers have incorporated all the requirements they 
created. The Owners are also asked to judge which design is 
better. 

Part 5  
■ The class reflects on the assignment through discussion 

questions like “why are the two designs different?”, “were you 
tempted to assume missed or ambiguous information? Why?” 
etc.  For homework the class writes a 500 words essay on the 
knowledge they gained. 

ALT: Continuous 
Integration 
(100 mins) 

In this case study students work in groups of 2 or 3 to research 
on continuous integration tools. They are asked to define 
continuous integration, identify criteria to select a specific 
continuous integration tool, research both commercial and 
freeware tools and then present their findings to the class. To 
assist them with criteria the instructor provides them hints like 
features, cost, after sales service, learning curve, etc. 

Configuration 
Management 

ALT: Version 
Control 
Management 
System 
(100 mins) 

In this case study students work in groups of 2 or 3 to research 
on Version Control Management System. They are asked to 
define version control, identify criteria to select a specific version 
control tool, research both commercial and freeware tools and 
then present their findings to the class. To assist them with 
criteria the instructor provides them hints like features, cost, after 
sales service, learning curve, etc. 

Configuration 
Management 

ALT: Importance 
of Reviews 
(100 mins) 

In this case study students are introduced to a hypothetical 
software company SoftRight Inc. to understand the following:  
 How are Inspections different from Walkthroughs? 
 What are the key attributes of the Inspection process? 
 Who decides what is to be inspected? 
 How do you know if you are ready to perform an inspection?  
 What material is required to conduct an inspection? 
 How is this material disseminated? 
 How many working days in advance should the materials be 

available to the inspectors?  
 

Students discuss these questions in groups of 2 or 3. Selected 
questions are then discussed in class. 

Software 
Reviews 

ALT: Peer 
Review Tools 
(100 mins) 

In this case study students work in groups of 2 or 3 to research 
on Peer Review tools. They are asked to define Peer Review, 
identify criteria to select a specific Peer Review tool, research 
both commercial and freeware tools and then present their 
findings to the class. To assist them with criteria the instructor 
provides them hints like features, cost, after sales service, 
learning curve, etc. 

Software 
Reviews 
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ALT: Test Case 
Development 
(50 mins) 

In this case study students review the given Patient Registration 
System’s SRS for a Hospital Management System in groups of 2 
or 3. They then develop 5 test cases for the given functional 
requirements and identify test cases that can be automated. The 
developed test cases are first discussed in teams and then 
discussed in class. 

Software 
Testing 

ALT: 
Performance 
Testing/ Load 
Testing 
(50 mins) 

In this case study students are asked to differentiate 
Performance testing from Functional testing? The students then 
research on Performance Testing tools and identify one that 
meets the given criteria such as creating baseline, support 
endurance testing, support spike testing, identify bottlenecks, etc. 

Software 
Testing 

ALT: Software 
Test Plan (STP) 
(100 mins) 

In this case study the students review the IEEE 829 Test Plan 
Outline and Template. The different components of the Test Plan 
are first discussed in groups of 2 or 3 and then discussed in 
class. The students then discuss a real-world Software Test Plan 
(STP)  

Software 
Testing 

ALT: Liability for 
Bad Software 
and Support 
(50 mins) 

In this case study the students read a paper on software liability 
as homework. First in teams of 2 or 3 and then in class the 
students discuss questions like: 

1. What was the reason for the lawsuit? 
2. In your view is the lawsuit justified? 
3. How was it settled (if it was) or how would you settle it (if it 

wasn’t)? 
4. What were the lessons learnt from this lawsuit? 

 

Additional 
topics 

ALT: Software 
Legal Issues 
(50 mins) 

In this case study the students read a paper on software legal 
issues as homework. First in teams of 2 or 3 and then in class 
the students discuss questions like: 

1. Did the consumer do the right thing by filing a lawsuit? 
2. If you were a member of the software development team 

would you ethically agree that you are not at fault? 
3. Are lawsuits good for practitioners? 
4. What were the lessons learnt from this lawsuit? 

Additional 
Topics 

 
 

Table 2: Class Exercises at RMU 

Exercise 
Modules 

Exercise Description SE 
Knowledge 

Areas 

ALT: Ambiguous 
Questions 
(25 mins) 

In this exercise students answer a set of 10 ambiguous 
questions. Specific answers are then discussed in class. Some 
questions are silly but provide for good discussions. For example, 
Where was the Declaration of Independence signed? The 
emphasis is on removing ambiguity rather than accepting 
ambiguity by relating to software requirements and software 
development. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Business 
Requirements 
and Functional 
Requirements 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students are given 10 requirements and are 
asked to identify which one’s are BR (Business Requirements) 
and which ones are FR (Functional Requirements). The answers 
are then discussed in class. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Clarifying 
User 
Requirements 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students identify what is wrong with each of the 
given SRS (5 sentences) and if they are wrong discuss in class 
how they may be corrected. 

Requirements 
Management 
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ALT: Needs 
Statement to 
SRS 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students distinguish whether each of the given 
sentences is a "needs" statement, or a software requirement 
specification (SRS).  If it is a needs statement, the students 
discuss how they may proceed to re-work the sentence into a 
SRS. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Needs 
Statements to 
User 
Requirements 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students discuss how each of the given "needs" 
statement may be developed into a Use Case description for 
analysis and requirements specification. Students respond by 
saying the needs statement could be represented as a Decision 
Tree, a Decision Table (truth table) or a Use Case. The answers 
are then discussed in class. 
 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: 
Requirement  
Ambiguity 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students Identify the ambiguity (or ambiguities) in 
the given statements. They then discuss and propose how the 
ambiguity may be corrected. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Stated and 
Implied 
Requirements 
(25 mins) 

In this exercise students read the given stated need and write 
down implied need(s). The answers are then discussed in class. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Defect 
Lifecycle 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise students review the Defect Lifecycle. Each 
component/status of the cycle is first discussed in groups of 2 or 
3 and then discussed in class. Bugzilla is used to assist in the 
understanding 

Configuration 
Management 

ALT: Code 
Inspection 
(150 mins) 

This exercise is on formal code Inspection and has both a 
homework component and a classwork component.  
 
Homework 
Following formal inspection guidelines, students are given the 
following documents 5 days in advance. 

1. Code to be inspected 
2. Inspection review sheet 
3. Report recording sheet 

Students review code using review checklist. Students are 
informed that when the formal inspection takes place, they will 
play the role of inspectors, but some may have dual roles like 
reader, facilitator, author, and recorder. 
 
Classwork 
In class students are assigned roles. The facilitator leads the 
process and submits an inspection report. 

Software 
Reviews 

ALT: Review a 
given SRS with 
Checklist 
(100 mins) 

This is a SRS review exercise. The students review a given SRS 
using a checklist. The checklist is designed for review of an SRS 
for the purpose of ensuring quality.  The checklist is organized 
into four categories: Organization, Functional Requirements, 
Quality Requirements, and Completeness. Findings are 
discussed in class.  

Software 
Reviews 

ALT: Cost 
Effective Testing 
Approach 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise, students are given 5 cases and are asked to 
discuss each to determine a cost-effective approach to testing 
the software. The discussion first takes place in groups of 2 or 3 
and then the entire class participates. 

Software 
Testing 

ALT: Test Cases 
for a Given 
Requirement 
(50 mins) 

In this exercise, students discuss appropriate Test Cases for the 
given five requirements. The discussion first takes place in 
groups of 2 or 3 and then the entire class participates. 

Software 
Testing 
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ALT: Testing 
Tools 
(50 mins) 

In this exercises students name and describe the kind of testing 
tools appropriate for the given cases, and discuss how to 
construct such a tool for testing 

Software 
Testing 

 
 

Table 3: Video Case Studies at RMU 

Video Case 
Study Modules 

Video Case Study Description SE 
Knowledge 

Areas 

ALT: 
Requirements 
Elicitation 
(100 mins) 

The scenes in this video case study portray brief dramatizations 
in a requirements elicitation process. The 5 scenes present 
industry best practices and problems that can occur during the 
process. The scenes also demonstrate appropriate and 
inappropriate conducts during requirements analysis process 
 The instructor stops the video after each scene to discuss 

what just happened. 
 Sample questions like “Do you think Mike is asking the right 

questions? “Did the conversation between Yang and Mike 
happen in a professional manner?” i.e. “were the words used 
by Yang and Mike appropriate?” 

 Instructors are also encouraged to come up with their own 
questions appropriate for the scenes. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: V&V in 
Scrum 
(50 mins) 

The scenes in this video case study portray brief dramatizations 
in a Scrum process. The 4 scenes present industry best 
practices and problems that can occur during the process. The 
scenes also demonstrate appropriate and inappropriate 
conducts during Scrum. 
 The instructor stops the video after each scene to discuss 

what just happened. 
 Sample questions like “Why is the Sprint Planning is 

important?”, “Why should the team use Test Driven 
Development?” are discussed. 

 Instructors are also encouraged to come up with their own 
questions appropriate for the scenes. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Code 
Inspection 
(100 mins) 

The scenes in this video portray brief dramatizations in a Formal 
Inspection process. The 7 scenes present industry best practices 
and problems that can occur during the process. The scenes 
also demonstrate appropriate and inappropriate conducts during 
formal inspection process 
 The instructor stops the video after each scene to discuss what 

just happened. 
 Sample questions like “What module is being inspected?” “Is it 

important to budget the inspection in the plan? Why?” 
 Instructors are also encouraged to come up with their own 

questions appropriate for the scenes. 

Software 
Reviews 

ALT: Testing 
and Security 
(50 mins) 

The scenes in this video portray brief dramatizations in a 
Security Inspection case study. The 5 scenes present industry 
best practices and problems that can occur during the process. 
The scenes also demonstrate appropriate and inappropriate 
conducts during formal inspection process 
 The instructor stops the video after each scene to discuss 

what just happened. 
 Sample questions like “Based on the scene, were the 

developers using proper inspection procedures to check over 
the code?” “What aspects of the inspection process were not 
followed in this scenario?” are discussed in class. 

Software 
Testing 
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 Instructors are also encouraged to come up with their own 
questions appropriate for the scenes. 

 
These ALTs are available through the project website www.rmu.edu/nsfvv and ENSEMBLE, a 
computing portal connecting computing educators, accessible through 
www.computingportal.org/. The tools and supporting documents are organized based on 
software engineering knowledge areas. Folders are provided for activities related to 
requirements management, software reviews, configuration management, and software testing.  
Underneath each of these folders are folders for the three categories of ALTs: case studies, 
class exercises, and case study videos. There is also a folder for topical assessments. For 
greater and easier availability, the videos have been uploaded to YouTube.  
 
3.3 Descriptions of Software Engineering ALTs at UMD 
AT UMD two of the authors used many of the ALT’s described in section 3.2 as the basis for the 
activities used in their junior level software engineering course, CIS 375 (Software Engineering 
1), offered by the Computer and Information Systems (CIS) department. CIS 375 is organized 
as a four credit-hour course that meets for 14 weeks. As shown in Table 4 several additional 
modules were developed to cover all topics offered in CIS 375. This course is required of all 
computing majors: Computer and Information Systems (CIS), Software Engineering (SE) and 
Cybersecurity and Information Assurance (CIA) and is taken prior to working on their capstone 
design projects. The capstone projects completed by UMD students involve working with 
external clients for eight months as part of a four-person team to develop software solutions to 
small industrial problems. 
 
The term project for CIS 375 was the creation of a small web-based software engineering tool. 
Each team created a different tool (e.g., cost estimation tool using use cases or a risk table 
editor). The students were asked to take an agile approach to the design and development of 
their tools. A design document and a test plan were developed initially and evolved as the 
implementation code was created. While teams were allowed to use any agile approach they 
wished, most teams used a variant of the scrum framework to manage this project. This was not 
too surprising since the scrum framework was the first agile approach they experienced in 
detail. The teams did not have a scrum master assigned to assist them. The teaching assistants 
played the role of customers or product owners. 

 
Table 4: Course Modules 

Modules Description SE 
Knowledge 

Areas 

Software 
Engineering 
Process Models 
 (200 mins) 

This unit focuses on four software process models (waterfall, 
prototyping, spiral, and scrum).  
 

 

ALT: 
Build a 
Tower 

Part 1 
After a brief introduction, student groups are asked to build a 
paper tower using the waterfall process model.  
 Teams of 4 are given 20 minutes to build the tallest 

freestanding tower possible using 2 pieces of paper, scissors, 
and tape. 

 No materials are provided until design is complete and 
approved, no testing is allowed until tower is built. 

 Any design changes may trigger a complete restart. 
 

Process 
Models 

http://www.rmu.edu/nsfvv
http://www.computingportal.org/
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ALT: Land an 
Airplane 

Part 2 
Students also complete an exercise, which requires the use of 
incremental prototypes to complete a mission involving landing 
paper airplanes on a table. 
 Teams of 4 are given 8 minutes to design a paper airplane 

capable of landing on a 4-foot long table. 
 Teams are required to sketch an initial design but are free to 

test them and modify them as often as they wish. 
 During the second round, students have 6 minutes to improve 

their first design using as many prototypes as they wish. 
 During the third round, students are given 6 minutes to 

complete a y new airplane design. 

Process 
Models 

ALT: Scrum 
Processes 

Part 3 
The class participate in a large group discussion of the video 
titled “Scenes from Scrum” [35] which focuses on dos and do nots 
for scrum teams as a way to introduce agile process 
frameworks. 

Process 
Models 

ALT: Play a Card 
Game 

Part 4 
The students play a card game [36], which simulates the decision-
making processes found in the scrum framework.  
 Teams of 4 complete 3 simulated 3-day sprints. 
 Each sprint consists of a planning session, 3 daily standups 

during the days worked, and sprint review. 
 Teams use a simplified Kanban chart for planning and tracking 

purposes. 
 A burndown chart is used to plot velocity during each sprint. 

Process 
Models 

Requirements 
Modeling 
 (150 mins) 
 

This unit focuses on activities that have teams modeling the 
requirements for a hypothetical ATM system based on user 
stories and formal use cases provided to the students. Students 
are introduced to both CRC (class-responsibility-collaborator) 
cards and UML as requirements modeling tools.  

 

ALT: Perform a 
Grammatical 

Parse 

Part 1 
In the first session teams of 4 persons: 
 Perform a grammatical parse of the user stories to create CRC 

cards. 
 Distribute the CRC cards to 3 team members and pass a 

token to card holders while each user story is read to review 
them. 

 Revise the CRC card and create new cards as needed. 

Requirements 
Management 

ALT: Prepare a 
Requirements 

Document 

Part 2 
In the second session 4-person student teams are provided with 
a set of formal use cases for the ATM system, a UML object 
model for the ATM system, and a Use Case diagram for the 
ATM systems, teams are asked to create a UML: 
 Sequence diagram for the Withdraw Cash use case. 
 Communication diagram for the Withdraw Cash use case. 
 Activity diagram for the Withdraw Cash use case. 
 State diagram for a complete ATM session. 
 
These activities are used to prepare teams of students to 
undertake the creation of the requirements document for a small 
commercial system (e.g. point of sale system (POS) or online 
music library) using the teaching assistants as simulated 
customers. 

Requirements 
Management 
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Project 
Management 
 (300 mins) 

Prior to writing a project management plan for a small 
commercial system, a set of three activities are introduced.  
  

Management 

ALT: Estimate 
Time & Cost 

Part 1 
In the first activity 4-person groups estimate the time and cost of 
building a system based on the formal use cases for the ATM 
system 
 Students use a proxy-based procedure to estimate the lines of 

code needed to estimate the size of the complete ATM system 
 Students use function point estimation with COCOMO to 

determine person months required to complete the ATM 
system 

 Groups are asked to reconcile their estimates with another 
group and make adjustments to their estimates  

Management 

ALT: Create a 
Schedule 

Part 2 
In the second activity 4-person groups are given person month 
estimates for the ATM system and asked to create a schedule 
that would allow a team of four to complete the systems in four 
months. Each team is asked to: 
 List the project deliverables. 
 Select a process model and determine their project milestones 

(use of user stories and sprints is suggested). 
 Assign durations to the completion of each milestone and 

create and activity graphs for the project. 
 Determine the critical path through the activity graph. 
 Create a Gant chart for the project.  

Management 

ALT: Identify 
Risks 

Part 3 
In the third activity 4-person groups are asked to determine the 
project risks, the technical risks, and the business risks for the 
ATM system. The groups are asked 
 To determine the consequences of each risk given a table of 

operational definitions. 
 Determine the likelihood of each risk occurring. 
 Create a risk table. 
 Create risk information sheet describing monitoring, 

management, and mitigation procedures for each significant 
risk. 

 To present their risks table and one of their risk information 
sheets to the class as a whole.  

Management 

Software Design 
 (400 mins) 

Four additional active learning modules are used as the 
students begin the design work for their term project. 

 

ALT: Assess 
Architectures 

Part 1 
Student groups are asked to propose and assess three 
candidate architectures for the ATM system. They share their 
tradeoff analyses during a whole class discussion.  

Design 

ALT: Assess 
Quality 

Part 2 
Groups of 4 students use a usability questionnaire to assess 
quality of the campus homepage and propose suggestions to at 
least one problem area they uncover.  

Design 

ALT: 
Requirements 

Analysis 

Part 3 
Student groups develop a set of requirements for the web site 
for a small clothing store whose owners wished to create a web 
store.  
 The student groups trade requirements and create a paper 

prototype of the web site proposed by another group.  

Design 
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 A representative from another group reviews the paper 
prototype and requests a new requirement be accommodated 
in the existing prototype. 

 The original student groups critique the final paper prototype 
using their original requirements. 

ALT: Reusability Part 4 
Student groups are asked to create a reusable design pattern 
based on their analysis of the ATM case study system. 

Design 

 

4. Assessment of Active Learning Tools at Implementing Universities 
 

4.1 Implementation of ALT at RMU  
One of the authors has been delivering a Software Verification and Validation (SV&V) course 
since 2005 and is required to perform an ABET Criterion 3 outcomes assessment after every 
offering. Applicable ABET Criterion 3 Learning Outcomes is listed in Table 5.  
 
Table 5: Applicable ABET Criterion 3 Learning Outcomes for Software V&V course at author’s institution 

b. An ability to design and conduct experiments, and analyze and interpret data 

c. an ability to design a system, component or a process to meet desired needs 

e. An ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 

f. An understanding of professional and ethical responsibilities  

g. An ability to communicate effectively 

h. Broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global and societal context 

i. Recognition of the need for and an ability to engage in life-long learning. 

j. A knowledge of contemporary issues 

k. An ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice 
 

Figure 2 depicts a graphical display of the class assessment performed in Spring 2013 when the 
ALTs were not incorporated as a pedagogical approach. The Spring 2013 class had seven 
software engineering junior level students (all males) and all of them were considered for this 
study. This chart presents percentages of students scoring 80% or better on a variety of 
assessment tasks. The student performance in each assessment task was measured and 
regrouped in terms of ABET outcomes to calculate percentage of students that scored within 
certain levels of assessment vector as detailed in Table 6 given below.  
 

Table 6. Descriptors of ABET Outcomes Assessment Vector 

% of students with at least 80% or 
better score in assessment tasks 

Descriptor of the Resulting 
Proficiency Status 

90% – 100% Excellent (E) 

80% – 89% Proficient (P) 

70% – 79% Adequate (A) 

60% – 69% Concern (C) 

< 60% Weakness (W) 

 

It is seen from Figure 2 that there was a weakness associated with learning outcome ‘e’ (an 
ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems), where less than 60% of the 
students scored better than 80% on the assessment tasks, causing ABET outcome ‘e’ to be 
identified as a ‘weakness’. One of the main reasons for the lower outcome percentage is 
because the student performance data was obtained through exams, which may not be the best 
suited tools for assessing outcome ‘e’.  
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From the 2013 ABET Outcome Assessment report this instructor realized a need for more 
applied, higher level learning tools. In the 2015 delivery of ENGR3400 ALTs were incorporated 
as a pedagogical approach and relevant outcomes assessment was performed. The Spring 
2015 class had twelve software engineering junior level students (all males) and all of them 
were considered for this study. This time the student performance data for outcome ‘e’ was 
obtained assessing student performance in ALTs tasks. The results of this evaluation are 
presented in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 2: Student outcomes assessment with respect to the specified ABET criteria in Spring ‘13 term –
case studies were not available for this class. (E – Excellent, P – Proficient, A – Adequate, C – Concern 

and W – Weakness) 

 
It can be seen clearly that the student performance related to outcome ‘e’ is now in the excellent 
range (>=90%) as compared to being an area of concern (<60%) in Spring 2013. This presents 
clear evidence that the ALT based teaching method is more effective in delivering an ability to 
identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems to the students.  
 
Figure 4 depicts the assessment of the Spring 2018 class which had twenty-one software 
engineering junior level students (19 males, 2 females) and all of them were considered for this 
study. The student performance related to outcome ‘e’ (5) continues to be above 80%. 
 

 
Figure 3: Student outcomes assessment with respect to the specified ABET criteria in Spring ’15 term – 

case studies were delivered in the class. 
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Figure 4: Class performance with respect to ABET outcomes. (The current RMU - designated 

benchmark for class performance is 80% or B-). 
 

4.2 Implementation of ALT at UMD 
Traditionally, students in CIS 375 are required to complete two written examinations and four 
software engineering documents (software requirements specification, project management 
plan, software design document, and a test plan). Students also make oral presentations of 
these documents as they implement a team-based software development project. Each of these 
assignments is evaluated by rubrics designed by the instructor for each type of submission. 
Typically, these rubrics contain eight to ten criteria scored 1 to 5 for each. These instruments 
were used as the primary means of assessing student learning in this course.  
 
No statistical comparisons were made between student performance in the active learning 
delivery of the CIS 375 and a lecture-based delivery of CIS 375. Three different instructors 
teach CIS 375 as a single course section three times a year at UMD, which makes statistical 
comparisons between treatments difficult.  
 
The students provided informal feedback on the active learning modules at the end of each 
class period. They were asked to reflect on what they liked, what they did not like, and what 
they learned from the day’s activities. In addition, systematic feedback on the class and learning 
was attained in a formal mid-term and end of term assessments. A mid-term assessment was 
conducted to evaluate student perceptions of the active learning elements of the class in both 
the Fall semester 2016 and 2018, which had the same instructor and syllabus.  Of the 36 
students enrolled in the course during Fall 2016, 34 completed the individual survey and 
likewise participated in the small group and whole class evaluation while 43 of 49 of the 
students enrolled in Fall 2018 completed the survey. Table 8 includes survey responses from 
individual students gathered at the midterm of each class.  
 
As shown in Table 7, most students agreed or strongly agreed that the instructor provided 
opportunities for active learning and the application of knowledge in class.  This was reinforced 
through open-ended responses on the survey was well.  Students in Fall 2016 were asked what 
things about the class made it easy for them to learn and 28 (82% Fall 2016) mentioned the in-
class activities and hands-on learning opportunities provided in the class.  This was reiterated in 
the small group feedback. The groups were in 100% agreement that the instructor provided 
opportunities to become actively involved and engaged with real-world applications of 
knowledge.  Each of the groups listed the hands-on activities when asked what made it easy for 
them to learn in class. 
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Table 7: Student Perceptions of Active Learning: Midterm Fall 2016 and 2018 

 
 
Students were also asked what changes could be made to the course to make learning easier 
for them in Fall 2016 after the initial redesign of the course to include ALT.  On the individual 
response surveys 23 (68% Fall 2016) mentioned they would appreciate having clearer 
instructions for the in-class activities and more time to complete them. It seems clear that while 
the students enjoyed the activities and learned from them, they felt they needed more guidance 
and time to fully benefit from each ALT experience. 
 
Students were surveyed individually again at the end of the term in both 2016 and 2018.  
Several of the same questions from the midterm survey were used again in the end of term 
assessment to see if student opinions changed as they became more experienced with the 
subject matter.  In addition, questions were added to get more specific feedback on the active 
learning component of the class.  There were 27 students who completed the end of term 
survey in Fall 2016 and 35 students in Fall 2018.  Table 8 shows that student opinions about the 
attempts the instructor made to create active learning opportunities in the class didn’t vary from 
the midpoint of the term to the end of class.  Most the class either agreed or strongly agreed 
with statements pertaining to the instructor’s effectiveness in providing active learning 
opportunities through hands-on class activities.  This is consistent with data collected during the 
midterm survey.  In addition, 23 (85% Fall 2016) and 27 (77% Fall 2018) of the respondents felt 
this class was an effective example of active learning. 
 

Based on the survey responses collected both at the midterm and end of term of both 
semesters, it appears that students recognized and appreciated the instructor’s attempts to 
create active learning opportunities within the class.  Students valued the chances they had to 
work in small groups and deal with real-world problems.  However, these hands-on experiences 
might have been even more effective if more explicit instruction had been provided and if 
students were given enough time to fully complete the activities. 
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Table 8: Student Perceptions of Active Learning: End of Term Fall 2016 and 2018 

 
 
Student performance (from CIS 375 Fall semester 2016) on selected activities was tracked in 
their two-course senior design classes during the two years since they completed the active 
learning version of CIS 375. Since senior design project teams often included students from 
both CIS 375 delivery modes any observations on the long-term effects of active learning would 
be anecdotal at best. It was clear that, as a whole, the active learning students did not receive 
lower grades than students from lecture-based CIS 375 courses. Figure 5 includes a snapshot 
of a major assignment in each course and the student outcomes labeled with respect to their 
status as students who did not take CIS 375 with ALT (labeled Non-ALT) and students who did 
take CIS 375 with ALT (labeled ALT). The assignments selected for each course, Software 
Requirements Specification (SRS) from Senior Design 1 and the Software Design Specification 
(SDS) from Senior Design 2, represent major milestones for student progress in each course 
respectively and both follow closely from instruction in CIS 375 without regards to the teaching 
methods (ALT vs. Non-ALT) used in the course. In Figure 5 the vertical axis is the number of 
students attaining the score shown on the horizontal axis.  
 
5. Student Testimonials  

The ALTs have been disseminated to 35 universities/colleges. Student testimonials from 4 
universities that have integrated the ALTs in their curriculum is presented below. 
 

5.1 UMD 
- Case Studies: The student performance on the case studies was best measured in their 

term project work, especially the software requirements document and the test plan 
document. The instructor felt their work was superior to what had been observed in the 
past from students in this class, but no statistical tests were performed. The student 
comments indicated that they enjoyed the case study activities and felt that they prepared 
them for work required to create the term project deliverables. They also felt that sharing 
ideas and insights with other students during class discussions helped them learn. They 
enjoyed being able to apply the material covered in the textbook to solve typical work 
place problems. 
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Figure 5: Student Outcomes for students from ALT and Non-ALT CIS 375 Courses for One, Major 
Assignment in each Senior Design Course. 

 
 

- Class Exercises: Student performance on class exercises was assessed using two 90-
minute written examinations. The class average for the first exam was 83.9% and for the 
second exam was 83.6%. The students liked the use of multiple diagrams to represent 
requirements. They also enjoyed writing meaningful questions during requirements 
engineering activities to help resolve the ambiguities inherent in working with customers. 
They felt these activities were more engaging than just listening to a lecture accompanied 
with slides. The students liked the redundancy that was built in the activities that often had 
them look at different facets of the similar problems. They felt the group work and 
subsequent presentation summaries help them to improve their communications skills. 
They enjoyed the group work and loved using the active learning classroom. They liked 
being able to critique testing artifacts created by others. Occasionally they would have 
liked more time to complete an activity. 
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- Video Case Study: Video case studies was used as trigger films to provide a context for 
class discussions. The students appreciated the irony and humor presented in the videos. 
In many ways, the videos showed why it is important to do things right the first time and 
the students thought that was good. By the end of the semester, they made many 
comments about understanding the importance of quality as guiding principle that needs to 
be pervasive thought a software development organization. 

 
5.2 RMU 

- Case Studies: Teamwork, discussion participation, presentation, and work products were 
used to measure student learning. All students liked the hands-on experience, the 
teamwork and the team presentations. They felt they remained alert and were not 
distracted. Students felt they communicated well in their team settings and thought 
critically about content while completing the assignments. Students also felt the 
presentations of their work to the class gave them a sense of achievement and helped 
them polish their communication skills. Most important it was understood that answers to 
questions could vary as software development problems are not like calculus problems i.e. 
everyone arrives at the same answer. Selected student comments on the case studies 
were: 

 It gave real world examples of the legal aspects of the software which gave me a 
better understanding of the field. 

 Was a good introduction for real life application 

 The activity allowed my group member and I to share thoughts. It was to the point 
and educational. 

 The scenario was setup in a way that was easy to understand. 

 Very creative and effective. It helps to learn more than the old way. 
 

- Class Exercises: Teamwork and discussion participation were used to measure student 
learning. All students liked the hands-on experience and the work carried out in small 
teams of 2 or 3. They felt they understood what was expected and made use of lecture 
slides and past discussions to answer the questions. Given the opportunity to discuss their 
findings many felt it was good to share their thoughts and hear the thoughts of others. 
Most important it was understood that answers to exercises had to be similar like calculus 
problems i.e. everyone arrives at the same answer. Selected student comments on the 
class exercises were: 

 It made me feel like I am in the industry. Also, it opens my mind to imagine my future 
career. 

 Small time constraint, couldn't see all major defects. 

 This was good instruction into the relationship between developers and customers 
after deployment. 

 Great activity that made me look at different situations from real life. 

 I thought it was a good activity to get me to start thinking critically about the subject. 
 

- Video Case Studies: Discussions after each scene were used to measure and 
understand student learning and perspective. The students felt that scenes and the 
dramatization of the software engineering process helped them relate to industry best 
practices. The questions asked, the responses from their classmates, and the thoughts of 
the professor helped them understand why certain things would happen at work. With the 
understanding of the “dos” and “don’ts” as depicted in the video students felt confident on 
being able to execute in the real world should situation arise. Selected student comments 
on videos shown in class were as following: 
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 It did a good job at demonstrating requirement analysis while dealing with a client. 

 The video was professional a real-life situation. Maybe include more group thinking. 

 Gives you a good picture of the real-world. Work place is not always friendly. However, 
you must be a professional. 

 It was a descent representation of a how a real client interaction takes place. 

 I thought it was an effective way to facilitate a discussion 
 

5.3 Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
Five ALTs (3 Case Studies, 2 Class Exercises) were incorporated in SE 420/625 Software 
Quality Assurance course at Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. Selected student 
feedback were as following: 

 Very informative and good process to go through. I believe it will be a positive 
application to a real work scenario. 

 I understand the importance of meeting customer’s requirements. The badly 
performed software will lead to lawsuit. 

 The article was difficult to understand (I thought it was poorly written) but otherwise 
it was good. 

 This was a good exercise to judge understanding of business requirements and 
their differences from functional requirements. 

 I thought this exercise was a bit challenging as there was lots of documentation and 
picking out the specifics was not straight forward.  

 Very interesting experience for me. Learned to do research under pressure of 
teammates. 

 Learned a lot about different types of testing just from this short activity. 

 Allowed time constrained research and forced utilization of all available team 
resources to finish task in given time 

 The case study was not technical enough. 

 I was unsure about open source and commercial software. This exercise cleared 
my understanding. 

 
5.4 MSOE 

One ALT (1 Video Case Study) was incorporated in SE4930 Secure Software Development 
course at Milwaukee School of Engineering. Select student feedback were as following: 

 The video was well put together. 

 The video did facilitate small and large group discussions. I thought the acting in the 
video was actually pretty decent and it portrayed event that could have actually 
happened. 

 I Found this actually suitable for this class. 

 It provided a nice intro in this class. 

 Cheesy but effective. 
 
6. Conclusions 
Active learning helps students develop problem-solving, critical-reasoning, and analytical skills, 
all of which are valuable tools that prepare students to make better decisions, become better 
students and, ultimately, better employees. Software Engineering students often do not have 
enough hands-on experiences to help them retain knowledge on key software concepts to allow 
them to add value and make timely impact on their first job. To ensure our graduates are 
competitive in the job market the academia needs to step up and provide them the skills they 
need in addition to the degree they are awarded. Active learning assists in knowledge retention 
by immersing students in hands-on activities whose purpose is to reveal the mapping between 
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theory and practice. Active learning is achievable by complementing lecture materials in the 
classroom by appropriate active learning tools (ALT) which could be in the form of case studies, 
class exercises, and case study videos. ALTs implemented in two universities and disseminated 
to 35 other universities/colleges have been described and student assessment and testimonials 
have been presented. ALTs assist software engineering programs go beyond simply offering 
industry-based capstone courses and internships by providing much needed retainable applied 
knowledge in classroom setting involving teamwork, communication and research resulting in 
competitive graduates. 
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